
Are you ready to face your Digital Transformation?

INTELLIGENT
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
SYSTEMS FOR THE 
INDUSTRY 4.0



Video surveillance for industry: improve the 
control of your production processes

Supervision of production processes.
Monitor all processes remotely and with maximum detail using 
high-definition images.

Tracking de intrusos.
Prevent unauthorized persons from moving about your premises freely.

Vehicle access control.
Allow access to authorized vehicles and know the occupancy level 
of parking lots.

Prevention of occupational accidents.
Ensure the safety at work and the integrity 
of your employees: detection of temperature 
increase, liquid leaks...

Traceability of goods and asset control.
Ensure continuous product traceability through integration 
with your warehouse management systems.

Operational continuity.
Anticipate production downtime situations 
to minimize losses and costs.

Fleet management and route optimization.
View and record in real time images from any vehicle, know its GPS position and recei-
ve warnings in case of deviations or speeding.

Perimeter protection.
Control large facility perimeters 
and prevent intrusions.

SCATI’s video surveillance systems not only guarantee the security of your facilities, but also make it easier 
to optimize the processes and resources that are necessary to maximize the profitability of your investment.

Our video management platform will allow you to improve your processes, resolve any incident in record 
time and optimize the allocation of your resources thanks to the incorporation of Artificial Intelligence in your 
systems.

Collaborative balanced scorecard.
Get all the information you need unified and correlated in 
a single dashboard.

Access control of people.
Authorize access of suppliers and 
customers, verify workers’ entry 
schedules.



VISION SUITE

The visualization and monitoring of processes through high-definition 
video cameras makes it possible to detect and identify possible 
failures in real time, facilitating a quick reaction and proceeding to 
their immediate correction.

The scalability of video systems allows centralized management 
of several production plants from a control center, thus maximizing 
business profitability.

Manage all video devices from our platform and get the most out of 
your CCTV system thanks to our advanced video management and 
reporting tools.

A tailor-made solution

On-board

Traceability of 
goods

Asset control

SCATI RECKON is our BI software, which centralizes and manages a large amount of data 
from cameras, recorders or even third-party systems. It transforms data into useful information, 
allowing the creation of graphs and dashboards in a simplified way, showing that information 
in an organized way to the people who need to interpret it and make decisions based on it.

SCATI RECKON:
Your Business Intelligence Platform



· HQ SCATI SPAIN ·
Rda. Canal Imperial de Aragón 18-20  

Plataforma Logística PLAZA
50197 · Zaragoza (Spain)

You imagine,
we create.
SCATI is a manufacturer of intelligent video systems specialized 
in creating solutions tailored to your needs.

Based on trust and proximity, we provide the latest 
technology to solve your real problems, present and 
future, with the highest levels of cybersecurity.

· SCATI MÉXICO ·
Calle Presa Oviachic 16  

Col. Irrigación
11500 · CDMX(México)

· SCATI BRASIL ·
R. Fernandes Moreira, 55  

Chácara Santo Antônio · São Paulo
CEP 04716-000 · São Paulo · SP (Brasil)

Where we are

www.scati.com / info@scati.com

THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY TRUSTED US:


